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Abstract

Purpose

Prior studies by Salaheldin (2009) and Talib et al. (2011) have assessed the relationships between TQM critical success factors (CSF) and business results. This study builds upon this research by considering the relationships between these CSFs and their sequencing during the implementation of TQM. Furthermore, the influence exerted by the maturity of TQM implementation on the link between instrumental drivers and performance is explored.

Design/methodology/approach

The TQM drivers are clustered by means of three constructs: strategic enablers, tactical drivers and instrumental drivers and a model employed in which the strategic and tactical factors are treated as antecedents of the instrumental drivers. The direct effect of each cluster on business results and the indirect relationship of strategic and tactical factors via the mediating role of the instrumental drivers are assessed. These assessments use the Partial Least Squares (PLS) approach which is a variance-based
Structural Equation Modeling technique using a sample of 113 Spanish organizations with experience of implementing a TQM program.

**Findings**

The findings confirm the existing relationships among the CSFs and business performance identified by studies Salaheldin (2009) and Talib et al. (2011). However, our results reveal that instrumental drivers possess the highest variance explanation power over business performance outcomes and it is possible to identify a CSF implementation sequence that generates the greatest impact on business performance. Furthermore, the study was inconclusive with regard to the influence exerted by the number of years of TQM implementation on the link between the instrumental drivers and performance.

**Originality/value**

The results suggest the need to consider whether all the CSFs are equally relevant on the basis of their contribution to business success. For example, strategic enablers are generally considered to be of primary importance with tactical and instrumental drivers assuming a secondary position. Our study challenges this view and highlights the role of instrumental drivers over strategic and tactical factors with the clear implication that managers should focus strongly on daily implementation tasks such as benchmarking, zero-defects mentality and continuous improvement processes in order to achieve good business performance outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Much of the literature concerning TQM implementation programs suggests that there is a positive correlation between TQM practices and performance both operational (Hendricks and Singhal, 1997) and organizational (Sterman et al., 1997; Feng et al., 2006; Khan, 2011), and they bring numerous and varied benefits to the organizations that have successfully adopted them (Lam et al. 2011; Rahman and Sohal, 2002; Douglas and Judge Jr., 2001). A number of empirical research studies provide evidence of a positive link between the effective implementation of TQM and both financial and non-financial performance improvement in firms (Yusuf et al., 2007; York and Miree, 2004; Easton and Jarrell, 1998; Ittner and Larcker, 1996). Nevertheless, this topic has not been completely exempt from some controversy as other empirical studies have failed to support this link (Chapman et al., 1997; Mohrman et al., 1995). On the other hand, several other authors have discussed the failure of TQM programs and suggest the causes related to implementation factors rather than shortcomings in the content of TQM programs (Thiagaragan et al., 2001; Krumwiede and Lavelle, 2000; Gurnani, 1999). In this vein, Seetharaman et al. (2006, p. 676) argue that “the effectiveness of TQM implementation involves the defining and deployment of several key elements. The main reason why TQM fails is because of the lack of knowledge about the proper TQM implementation”. While there is no consensus on the reasons leading to failures in TQM implementation there does appear to be widespread agreement that this situation results in organizations not achieving the desired outcomes with the associated waste of resources occasionally prompting the organization to abandon its implementation and development of a TQM philosophy (Idris and Zairi, 2006; Rahman, 2001).

Several studies blame the failure on the TQM program implementation to the lack of an adequate implementation guide and sequence (Tamimi and Sebastianelli, 1996;
Sebastianelli and Tamimi, 2002). In this vein, Fisher et al. (2011) replicated the work from Tamimi et al. (1995) attempting to validate a guide to an effective TQM implementation. To this end, they applied the originally proposed methodology to a sample of 100 manufacturing and service companies of all sizes across the USA and Canada. The results obtained by this replication reinforced and strengthened the measurement proposed by Tamimi (1995) as well as providing a practical guide to the implementation of Deming’s 14 points. However, none of these studies were concerned about assessing the links between TQM practices or offered an importance related perspective of these practices.

Several studies have indicated that distinct clusters of TQM implementation factors can be identified. For example, Salaheldin (2009) has identified and integrated the TQM CSFs into three groups, namely strategic, tactical and operational, and offers an integrated theoretical framework that validated the links between the CSF groups and business performance (both operational and organizational). This author highlights the strong relationship existing among strategic factors and performance and argues that, without such factors, successful and effective TQM implementation turns out to be impossible. However, it is important to understand the relationships among the distinct CSF groups and their indirect impacts on performance before such a conclusion can be confirmed. In this vein, Talib et al. (2011) provide a very interesting framework concerning the prioritizing of TQM CSFs in which the relative relevance of TQM practices (both independently and grouped) is analyzed by using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. In their study, the TQM CSFs were grouped within three different clusters though the relative importance that these groups might possess was not addressed. Consequently, a central concern remains in terms of answering the question: “Do all the CSF clusters have the same relevance and impact when
successfully implementing a TQM program?” As Talib et al. (2011, p. 1332) suggest, “much has been written about TQM practices and their implementation in different sectors but little attention has been paid to prioritizing these practices”.

Consequently, our paper investigates if any one group of CSFs in TQM is more impactful than another in terms of its relationship with business performance. In order to do this, the research model needs to consider the direct effects of each CSF cluster on business results, but also the indirect relationship of strategic and tactical factors with performance via the mediating role of instrumental drivers. In our study, the investigation is carried out using a Structural Equation Modeling technique with data drawn from a sample of Spanish organizations with experience of TQM implementation.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a theoretical review concerning the main TQM drivers that our research identifies in the literature as well as the research model and hypotheses. Section 3 introduces the methodology applied, data collection and sample, as well as the measurements and data analysis. Section 4 summarizes the results concerning both the measurement and the structural models. Finally, Section 5 presents the discussion, practical implications and limitations.

2. Theoretical foundations, model and hypotheses

The study of TQM key success factors or drivers has been approached from various perspectives and methodologies. Rigorous attempts to identify them have been made by authors such as Rahman (2001), Dow et al. (1999), Grandzol & Gershon (1998) Black & Porter (1996), Powell (1995), and recently by Fisher et al. (2011). TQM drivers can be defined as the critical areas of managerial planning and action that must be fostered
in order to achieve effective quality management within a business unit, ensuring its successful implementation (Zairi and Leonard 1994).

According to Talib & Rahman (2010), many authors have used different sets of factors. For example, top management commitment and leadership, customer involvement, supplier involvement, process improvement and employee education and training are common to most of the frameworks developed by scholars (Shams-Ur Rahman 2004). Other studies have considered the following factors as TQM drivers: the adoption of the TQM philosophy and its open and flexible structure; empowerment; benchmarking; and a zero-defects mentality. Our study proposes a model within which three distinct constructs have been identified, namely: strategic enablers, tactical drivers and instrumental drivers. A summary of the different factors that comprise each construct is provided in Table 1.
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There is a great deal of literature concerning the main features or strategic elements that lead to a firm’s successful implementation of a TQM program. A review of the literature suggests, in fact, that many factors can be considered drivers. Nevertheless, there have been few attempts to establish any sort of order or hierarchy among these factors. Salaheldin (2009) distinguishes a set of critical success factors of TQM practices. These key factors can be seen as those aspects that must prosper in order to guarantee the successful implementation of the TQM program in a firm. In other words, TQM CSFs are key factors dealing with best practices that firms and employees ought follow in order to effectively foster quality (Sila and Ebrahimpour, 2005a). On the other hand, Montes et al. (2003, p.195) argue that the main TQM elements “will always be guidelines to appraise the effectiveness of a TQM program following implementation.
Company results will differ depending on the successful implementation of said elements. Nevertheless, these elements have different degrees of importance in terms of their final contribution to the results”.

In our study, we have modeled the three constructs that comprise both the enablers and drivers of a TQM program that align with sequence of its implementation pattern within organizations. In this sense, we aim to analyze and test hypotheses that deal with both the direct relationships among the CSF constructs and business success, as well as the indirect effect that strategic and tactical factors exert over performance by means of instrumental drivers. The underlying reason for these mediation hypotheses deals with the debate concerning the key TQM implementation drivers. The major issue here is to discern which group of factors (i.e., strategic, tactical or instrumental) contributes most to the achievement of business results. Our research model, as shown in Figure 1, encompasses the notion that instrumental drivers play a principal role in the link between TQM implementation and performance. The nature of these links and the hypothesized relationships are developed below.


Traditionally, when a firm decides to implement a TQM program, the first step is to enable the adoption of the TQM philosophy and with the top management involvement and leadership. This encompasses creating a culture that fosters the principles of excellence and customer orientation. Such aspects are considered strategic pre-requisites in order to enable the climate needed to further implement the program in tactical and operative approaches. This study identifies strategic enablers with a construct that is shaped by top management commitment and leadership and by the extent to which the TQM philosophy is effectively adopted by the firm. Hence, this construct essentially
relies on the firm’s cultural aspects and leadership style, considering that implementing TQM may suppose a significant change in the firm’s approach and the manner in which the business is conducted (Turban et al., 1999). Top management commitment and leadership requires an unconditional and active defense of quality principles, complete involvement in the TQM program, and an efficient communication of this attitude. TQM-oriented firms need managers who are more closely linked to a transformational rather than a transactional leadership style. This means that they communicate the long-term vision of the firm, and motivate all employees to accept this vision and commit themselves to it.

On the other hand, TQM is not an activity in which firms can easily involve themselves. On the contrary, it requires a critical change in organizational mentality and procedures, in short, a new way of managing and working. An effective adoption of the TQM philosophy and principles also seems to be of significant relevance. According to Roldán et al. (2012, p.124), “some researchers have begun to explore TQM as a cultural phenomenon rather than as a set of tools and techniques”. TQM philosophy adoption deals with the extent to which quality doctrine and principles are embedded within the values, mission and vision of the company. Performing as candidates for business excellence or quality awards such as the EFQM award is a good symptom of a properly adopted TQM philosophy. Hence, we posit the following hypothesis:

\[ H1a: \text{Strategic enablers are positively related to business success.} \]

This study further introduces the construct “tactical drivers” to gather a set of five TQM key practices prevalent in the TQM literature. These practices comprise customer involvement, supplier involvement, open and flexible structure, employee education and training, and empowerment. Conventionally, the sequence to implement a certain philosophy, culture, technique or strategy encompasses three main stages: strategic,
tactical and operative. Once the first step is reached and the TQM philosophy is adopted at a strategic level, it is time to translate it and focus into the tactical level. In order to achieve a successful implementation of the TQM program, firms might assure that this philosophy reaches and begins to be assumed and integrated by their main stakeholders (e.g., employees, customers and suppliers).

According to Salaheldin (2009), this set of factors is not as crucial to TQM implementation as the strategic factors. However, tactical issues are also important, as they serve as support to the latter. Tactical drivers deal with more specific methods and actions that contribute to reaching the expected benefits of TQM implementation.

Hence, we hypothesize:

\[ H1b: \text{Tactical drivers are positively related to business success.} \]

To reach a successful implementation of the TQM program it seems essential that the firm resolutely commits to make the TQM philosophy permeate the firm’s daily activities and routines. To this aim it becomes crucial to foster quality improvement practices such as benchmarking, process improvement and a zero-defects mentality, which comprise the construct of instrumental drivers. These instrumental drivers are the most visible and operative part of the TQM program. They constitute the driving force of continuous improvement and enhancement according to Richman \& Zachary (1993, p.3) who suggest “setting a goal of zero defects and continuing to renew one’s commitment to moving ever closer toward that goal will lead to improvements that continue to approach absolute perfection over time”.

According to Das et al. (2000), TQM practices are strongly linked to customer satisfaction and, hence, to business performance and several studies have addressed the issue concerning the link between TQM factors and business results. Brah \& Lim (2006) confirm the positive relationship existing between operational factors and firm
performance. Operational factors can be understood as instrumental drivers, given that they comply with being the observable or most evident part of the TQM program implementation. Specifically, their mission deals with the execution of TQM philosophy. Thus, we hypothesize that:

**H1c: Instrumental drivers are positively related to business success.**

### 2.2. The mediating role of instrumental drivers in the links between strategic enablers, tactical drivers and business success.

All the prior related studies have uniquely assessed the direct links among the distinct CSF constructs and business success. Thus, there are no empirical studies that examine the joint effects of these constructs on performance or the indirect relationships (mediation) between these constructs and business success. Hypothesizing these indirect relationships would enable us to identify which group of factors has the most influence on business results.

Although several studies suggest that strategic factors are the cornerstone of successful TQM implementation, other authors observe that operational factors should not be underestimated. Barker and Emery (2006) provide evidence that the effect of TQM on business performance essentially depends on the use of continuous improvement tools like benchmarking or relying on the use of process/product improvement teams. Moreover, some studies highlight the importance of the operational level while reaching excellence, although strategic factors such as top management commitment and leadership turn out to be a pre-requisite (Williams et al. 2004). Consequently, strategic factors are a necessary but not sufficient condition for business success and the nature and magnitude of these indirect relationships also needs to be considered. Thus, we posit the following hypotheses:
**H2**: The relationship between strategic enablers and business success is positively mediated by instrumental drivers.

**H3**: The relationship between tactical drivers and business success is positively mediated by instrumental drivers.

### 2.3. The moderating role of the number of years of TQM implementation on the instrumental drivers-business success link.

TQM instrumental drivers might also be associated with the concept of an operational capability in the extent to which a firm’s daily TQM-related activities are focused on a series of routines and procedures that guide the employees’ behavior and performance. Winter (2003), defines capabilities as high-level routines (or a collection of routines). A routine is a “behavior that is learned, highly patterned, repetitious, or quasi-repetitious, founded in part in tacit knowledge and the specificity of objectives” (p. 991). Operational capabilities imply the ability to “make a daily living” (Winter, 2003, p. 991). Winter (2003) labeled operational capabilities as ordinary or “zero-order” capabilities whose goal is to “earn a living by producing and selling the same product, on the same scale and the same customer population” (p. 992). Therefore, operational capabilities deal with the ability to effectively accomplish with day-to-day activities.

Operational capabilities, like for instance TQM instrumental drivers, tend to become enhanced and improved with the passage of time through mechanisms such as learning, feedback and embedding knowledge in organizational routines. This would imply that the number of years’ experience of TQM implementation may have a significant reinforcing effect on the tie between instrumental drivers and business success.

Several empirical studies have analyzed the effects of the passage of time on the TQM program implementation. The literature on TQM from its pioneer works like those of
Deming (1993), and Feigenbaum, (1982), to the more recent empirical studies from Saravanan and Rao (2007), Terziovski and Power (2007), and Pinar and Ozgur (2007), support the positive influence of time on business results. Therefore, additionally, a secondary purpose of this study is to examine the influence exerted by the number of years of TQM implementation on the link between instrumental drivers and performance. As such, the following hypothesis is offered for testing.

\[ H4: \text{The relationship between instrumental drivers and business success is positively moderated (reinforced) by the number of years of TQM implementation.} \]


3.1. Data collection and sample.

This study has been carried out in two phases. During the first phase we visited 27 firms involved in the implementation of TQM programs in Spain. A total of 20 out of these 27 companies are organizations belonging to the Club de Excelencia en Gestión (Excellence in Management Club), which periodically organizes open days for members. Some of these firms have obtained the European Quality Award. Throughout this first phase, we have been observing, noting and examining the similarities and differences to be found in different practices and focuses of TQM in these firms. A total of 39 individual interviews were also carried out with the senior managers responsible for coordinating TQM programs in Spanish firms. The main
purpose of these interviews was to test and improve the questionnaire and measurement instruments used.

Once this first phase was completed and the research design was established, the second phase of the study considered the following study population: Spanish firms which offered clear and sufficient indications of having implemented TQM strategies. In this context, our population comprised the 850 Spanish organizations awarded a seal of excellence in the context of the Spanish Club de Excelencia en Gestión (Excellence in Management Club). Within this group of organizations, 65% of them are enterprises. Therefore, our sample was made up of 552 firms which had implemented a TQM program. The survey was directed to the CEOs or senior managers of the companies chosen. A total of 113 valid responses were obtained with a response rate of 20.4%. A summary of the sample’s main demographic features is provided in Table 2.
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3.2. Measures.

The questionnaire was designed from the basis of the literature review described earlier and the items used to measure the different constructs have been derived and adapted from prior, validated surveys. In particular, we used existing scales taken from a previous study carried out by Leal-Millán (1997).

The three constructs related to TQM drivers that make up our research model have been designed as multidimensional constructs. We have followed a super-ordinate procedure (Polites et al., 2012) in which relationships flow from the construct to its dimensions. A super-ordinate construct characterizes a broad concept which is manifested by its
dimensions (Edwards 2001). Each dimension represents a distinct manifestation or realization of the underlying high-order construct.

Each of the factors that compose the distinct TQM drivers was modeled as a reflective first-order construct. Then, three second-order constructs have been modeled which are composed of the first-order ones. Three indicators or manifest variables have been used to measure each of the TQM factors. In this section, the respondent was asked to indicate the extent to which the following aspects of quality were being implemented in his/her company. To this end, we used a five-point Likert scale ranging from “1=we have not implemented this yet, although we have the intention of doing so in the future” to “5=implementation is at a very advanced stage”. The final measurement instrument for this block of TQM key factors was composed of 30 items (3 items for each factor).

The business success construct has been modeled as a reflective first-order construct, made up of five items or manifest variables essentially related to financial and overall performance indicators. This section of the questionnaire was intended to require the respondent to express the global performance of the firm for the previous four years. For this purpose, we also used a five-point Likert scale ranging from “1=I totally disagree” to “5=I totally agree”. Finally, we assess the time the firm has been applying and committed to the TQM program by positing the following question: “How many years has your firm been implementing a TQM program?”

3.3. Data analysis.

In order to assess the relationships between constructs as well as the predictive power of the research model, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) has been applied. Our research model has been specifically tested using Partial Least Squares (PLS), a variance-based structural equation modeling technique (Roldán and Sánchez-Franco
which is an alternative to classic covariance-based techniques such as AMOS, Lisrel or EQS. The PLS approach has been used because this technique is mainly oriented to causal-predictive analysis, in which the problems explored are complex (high numbers of variables and relationships) and theoretical knowledge is limited (Wold 1979). According to Barclay et al. (1985), this technique is generally recommended for predictive research models which stress theoretical development, such as this study.

PLS represents a mathematical and statistical data-analysis technique that fits the conditions and requirements inherent to social sciences. In addition, the size of the final sample used also suggested the use of PLS rather than to covariance-based structural equation modeling (maximum-likelihood) (Reinartz et al. 2009).

The purpose of PLS modeling is the prediction of manifest and latent variables (Wold 1985). This goal translates into the attempt to maximize the explained variance ($R^2$) of the dependent variables. This leads to the fact that parameter estimations are based upon the independent variable’s capacity to minimize residual variances (Chin, 1998c).

For this reason, the software that has been selected to carry out the PLS analysis was SmartPLS, developed by Ringle et al. (2005).

4. Results.

PLS models are assessed and interpreted through two phases: (1) the evaluation of the reliability and validity of the measurement model (outer model), and (2) the evaluation of the structural model (inner model). Following this sequential procedure guarantees the validity and reliability of the constructs’ measures before attempting to draw conclusions concerning the links between the constructs (Roldán and Sánchez-Franco 2012).
4.1. Measurement model

The evaluation of the measurement model comprises assessing individual item reliability, construct reliability, convergent validity and, finally, discriminant validity.

For the case of variables with reflective indicators, such as those in our model, individual item reliability is considered satisfactory when the factor loadings of the items are greater than 0.707 in their respective constructs (Carmines and Zeller 1979). As can be observed in the table below, all standardized loadings are greater than 0.707. Individual item reliability is thus adequate.
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Construct reliability assessment leads us to verify the internal consistency of all items while measuring the concept. Our aim here is to definitely verify how rigorously the manifest variables measure the same latent variable. To this end, the measure called composite reliability of the construct ($\rho_c$) (Werts et al. 1974) was used which is defined by the following formula, where $\lambda_i =$ standardized loading of the indicator i, $\varepsilon_i =$ measurement error of the indicator i, and $\text{var}(\varepsilon_i) = 1 - \lambda_i^2$.

$$
\rho_c = \frac{(\sum \lambda_i)^2}{(\sum \lambda_i)^2 + \sum \text{var}(\varepsilon_i)}
$$

In order to assess this measure, we follow the indications posited by Nunnally (1978), who suggests a level of 0.7 for a modest degree of reliability in early research stages, and 0.8 for more strict research.

The evaluation of convergent validity is carried out through a measure developed by Fornell & Larcker (1981), called Average Variance Extracted (AVE). This measure
provides the amount of variance a construct obtains from its indicators with respect to the amount of variance due to the measurement error. According to these authors, the AVE has to be greater than 0.5, which means that more than half of the construct’s variance is due to its indicators.
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As can be seen in Table 4, all the constructs meet the requirement of construct reliability since their composite reliabilities surpass the 0.8 level proposed by Nunnally (1978). Additionally, these latent variables are consistent with convergent validity criteria because their AVE measures are greater than 0.5.

Finally, the construct’s discriminant validity must be assessed. Discriminant validity shows the extent to which one given construct is different from others. This is accomplished through the comparison of the square root of the AVE with the correlations. In order to obtain acceptable discriminant validity, the diagonal elements should be considerably greater than the off-diagonal elements in corresponding rows and columns. As can be seen in Table 5, this requirement is met and, hence, all the constructs attain discriminant validity.
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Therefore, having passed the four tests above (individual item reliability, construct reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity), the strength and reliance shown by the measurement model proposed can be sustained.

4.2. Structural model
The structural model was tested on the basis of the path coefficients’ intensity or standardized regression weights (β) and the variance explained in the endogenous variables (R²). Both coefficients were obtained from the execution of SmartPLS software. In addition, a non-parametric Bootstrap resampling technique is used in order to assess the accuracy and stability of the estimates provided by SmartPLS.

Table 6 shows the variance explained (R²) in the dependent constructs and the path coefficients in the different models considered. Consistent with Hair et al. (2011), a bootstrapping technique (5000 resamples) was used to generate standard errors and t-statistics, which permitted the statistical significance of the links contemplated in the models to be assessed. The results contained in Table 6 corroborate that the structural model has acceptable predictive relevance for the two endogenous variables: instrumental drivers and business success.

We have followed the methodological approach proposed by Preacher & Hayes (2008) and Taylor et al. (2008) in order to verify our mediation hypothesis (H2). The indirect effect is quantified and contrasted with the mediator (Table 7). Following Williams & MacKinnon’s (2008) proposals, the bootstrapping technique was used to test the mediation effect. Chin (2010) suggested a two-step procedure for assessing indirect effects on PLS. The first step deals with using the specific model in question including both direct and indirect paths, performing N-bootstrap resampling and finally multiplying the direct paths that make up the indirect path under evaluation. The second
step is the estimation of significance and the size of the indirect effect in relation to the total effect, through the assessment of the variance accounted for (VAF). Thereby, it is possible to determine the extent to which the variance of the dependent variable is indirectly explained via the mediator variable. \( VAF = \frac{(b_1*c)}{(b_1*c+a_1)} \). VAF values under 20% imply the direct effect is very strong and there is no mediation. Values among 20% and 80% reveal the existence of partial mediation, whereas when VAF reaches values over 80% we can affirm the existence of a full mediation (Hair et al., 2014). As Table 7 reveals, for both hypothesis (H2 and H3), there exists full mediation, as VAF values surpass the critical value of 80%. Figure 2A shows how both direct links (strategic enablers-business success and tactical drivers-business success) are significant. Figure 2B illustrates that when the mediator variable is introduced into the model, the relationships between strategic enablers and business success becomes non-significant. The same occurs to the link between tactical drivers and business success. This means that instrumental drivers fully mediate the influence of strategic enablers and tactical drivers on business success. Finally, a second purpose of this study was to examine the moderating role played by the number of years of TQM implementation on the link between instrumental factors and business success. Hypothesis H4 suggested that the number of years of TQM implementation would positively moderate (reinforcing) the effect of TQM instrumental factors on business success. This hypothesis, as shown in Table 6, is not supported. These results will be extended and explained within the subsequent section.

5. Discussion and implications for research and practice.
According to Eldridge et al. (2014), many firms strive to reach business excellence and success by using approaches rooted in TQM programs. As Van der Wiele et al. (2011)
point out, within the currently turbulent and uncertain economic environment, TQM approaches should face not only the tools and instruments needed to measure and control performance in order to find deviations from the goals, but should also involve methods to foster and enable a more interactive management framework. The main purpose of this study was to shed some light on the relationship existing between the implementation of the TQM program and business success. Concretely, we focused on the identification of the most relevant factors or TQM drivers. To this end, and on the basis of a wide theoretical review, a set of ten key factors was selected and divided into three distinct groups. Thus, we distinguish between strategic enablers, tactical drivers and instrumental drivers.

In contrast to many studies that emphasize the impact of top management commitment, leadership and a firm’s adoption of the TQM culture (enablers) in the TQM program implementation success, and hence, in business results, we suggest that success is better explained by means of a set of instrumental drivers. In this sense, we posit the existence of two indirect effects. Thus, instrumental drivers mediate the strategic enablers-business success and tactical drivers-business success links. Our model is partly consistent with the previous studies of Salaheldin (2009) and Talib et al. (2011) on the extent to which our results validate the existence of significant directs relationships among the three CSF constructs and business success. Nevertheless, our study goes a step beyond on the existing debate concerning the importance of these key TQM factors. In contrast to the results reached by other studies, in our work there appear significant differences in the relevance of these three constructs. Our results reveal that instrumental drivers appear to be crucial on their tie with performance, and hence, may have the greatest priority, followed in this order by tactical drivers and strategic enablers. Thereby, managers should focus their attention and energies on implementing
and improving instrumental practices such as benchmarking, process improvement and zero-defects mentality with utmost priority and all efforts must be done in order to adhere to them. Such instrumental factors positively reinforce the effects of strategic and tactical factors on performance.

Prior literature on this field has traditionally emphasized the role of strategic factors on their relationship with performance, relegating tactical and especially instrumental factors to a secondary role. Nonetheless, our results reveal that although all factors are relevant and have a positive impact on performance, instrumental factors come to occupy the central role. Therefore, unlike prior works, our research model not only tests the direct effects of each CSF cluster on business results, but also the indirect relationship of strategic and tactical factors with performance via the mediating role of instrumental drivers. In this sense, not only the direct effect of instrumental drivers on performance is greater than those of strategic and tactical factors, but equally are the indirect effects that strategic and tactical factors exert on performance via instrumental drivers.

The study by Talib et al. (2011) finds that strategic factors may have the greatest priority, followed by tactical and operational factors. These authors argue that firms should focus on strategic factors with the utmost priority. The next step would be to concentrate the firm’s efforts and attention on tactical factors, which are viewed as supporting practices for the successful implementation of the TQM program. Finally, the firm ought to emphasize operational factors. One possible explanation could be that Talib et al. (2011) focus their study on service industries, whereas our study considers both service and manufacturing firms, with a higher representation of the latter in the sample.
Although plenty of the empirical studies that assessed the effects of the passage of time on the TQM program implementation success support the positive influence of time on business results, this hypothesis (H4) is not supported in our study. This is not inconsistent with other recent studies. For example, Gotzamani et al. (2006), using a sample of firms that had implemented an ISO quality management system, conclude that these organizations’ performance was enhanced during the first year after the implementation but the results were inconclusive three years later. Thus, there is no evidence to support that performance gets maintained nor enhanced with the passage of time. Other empirical studies such as those developed by Singels et al. (2001) and Terziovsky et al. (2003) also suggest that firms that have been implementing a TQM program for years do not necessarily obtain better performance than newcomers. Moreover, there are works that even show evidence about the existence of a counter-productive effect of time on business success while implementing TQM (Jones et al., 1997). As previously shown, there exists a lack of congruence around this issue and more research is needed in this area.

From the managerial perspective, this study offers a substantial number of conclusions and practical implications. First, we have contributed to the establishment of a prioritization or hierarchy among the key TQM factors. Secondly, without a proper implementation of the daily practices involving the TQM instrumental factors, it is hard for TQM to be effectively and successfully implemented. The importance of instrumental drivers implies that top management needs to set clear objectives and policies for continuous improvement in the quality of products and services to meet the customers’ needs and expectations. Firms’ managers should emphasize that continuous improvement, benchmarking, and zero-defects mentality is a never-ending process.
Especially, they should understand that reliable product/service design is critical to exceed the customers’ expectations, leading to improved business success.

Although, the literature agrees that strategic factors are valuable assets and have a crucial role in the deployment of TQM systems, our study empirically validates this assertion. However, at the same time it shows that this impact on performance is stronger and much more significant by reconfiguring instrumental factors. This implies that strategic and tactical factors do have an effect on business success, but they do so indirectly, by reconfiguring and reinforcing instrumental factors that better fit the stakeholders’ needs and expectations. Overall, it can be concluded that there is a strong causality between instrumental drivers of TQM practices and business success.

The results of this study should also lead managers to seeing a “return on investment” in their efforts to implement a TQM program by firstly, paying more attention on how to implement the instrumental factors, and secondly, avoiding the belief that the passage of time and experience-based learning will bring business performance enhancement and success on their own.

There are several limitations within this work that should be mentioned. The first is related to organizational bias. It seems likely that those firms which are not satisfied with their TQM program performance would be less likely to be motivated to contribute to the development of this study. Therefore, we have included in the sample a higher proportion of “good” programs than is the case in the population at large. Secondly, although we provide evidence of causality, causality itself has not been proven. According to Fornell (1982), causal relationships between variables cannot be proven; they are always assumed by the researcher. Thirdly, this research relies mainly on perceptions and we only used a single method to elicit these perceptions. Finally, this
research was carried out in a specific geographical setting (Spanish companies) and we must be cautious about generalizing these results in other contexts.

However, our study does highlight potential future research directions. We are interested in setting this study in a different geographical context, with the aim of assessing the results in comparison with the ones obtained in Spain. Furthermore, we are also interested in verifying our results we obtain using hard data (eg., financial ratios, etc) to measure business success and performance.
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Table 1. TQM factor classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCTS</th>
<th>CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS</th>
<th>STUDIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic enablers</td>
<td>1. Top Management commitment and leadership</td>
<td>Ahire et al. (1996); Waldman (1994); Idris and Ali (2008); Nwabueze (2011); Roldán et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. TQM philosophy adoption</td>
<td>Powell (1995); Issac et al. (2004); Hafeez et al. (2006); Roldán et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical drivers</td>
<td>3. Customer involvement</td>
<td>Flynn et al. (1994); Khanna et al. (2011); Mugion and Musella (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Supplier involvement</td>
<td>Ahire et al. (1996); Trent and Monczka (1999); Rao et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Open and flexible structure</td>
<td>Powell (1995); Black and Porter (1996); Khanna et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Employee education and training</td>
<td>Powell (1995); Hoang et al. (2010); Sadikoglu and Zehir (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Empowerment</td>
<td>Waldman (1994); Gatchalian (1997); Tang et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental drivers</td>
<td>8. Benchmarking</td>
<td>Ahire et al. (1996); Youssef and Zairi (1995); Rao et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Research model and hypotheses

\[ H2 = \text{Strategic enabler} \rightarrow \text{Instrumental drivers} \rightarrow \text{Business success} \]

\[ H3 = \text{Tactical drivers} \rightarrow \text{Instrumental drivers} \rightarrow \text{Business success} \]
Table 2. Respondent demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of business</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing company</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service company</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years implementing TQM</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five years or more</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than five years</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of the company</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big enterprise</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small/Medium enterprise (SME)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multinational</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Individual item reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic enablers</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adop</td>
<td>0.9405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>0.9301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactical drivers</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Req1</td>
<td>0.8812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req2</td>
<td>0.8155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req3</td>
<td>0.8998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req4</td>
<td>0.8847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req5</td>
<td>0.9342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrumental drivers</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mej</td>
<td>0.8937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ment</td>
<td>0.8444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>0.8692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business success</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>0.8247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>0.8707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>0.8361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>0.8843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>Composite Reliability ($\rho_c$)</td>
<td>AVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAT</td>
<td>0.9332</td>
<td>0.8748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACT</td>
<td>0.9469</td>
<td>0.7813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTR</td>
<td>0.9072</td>
<td>0.7557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSUC</td>
<td>0.9281</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Discriminant validity coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BSUC</th>
<th>STRAT</th>
<th>TACT</th>
<th>INSTR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSUC</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAT</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACT</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTR</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diagonal elements (boxes in shadow) correspond to the square root of the construct’s AVE, while the rest of the boxes represent the latent variable correlations.

---

1 The diagonal elements (boxes in shadow) correspond to the square root of the construct’s AVE, while the rest of the boxes represent the latent variable correlations.
Figure 2. Structural model.

A. Model with direct effects

B. Model with total effects
Table 6. Structural Model Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2_{\text{Inst}} = 0$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2_{\text{Inst}} = 0.772$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2_{\text{Perf}} = 0.426$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2_{\text{Perf}} = 0.417$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a: Strat $\rightarrow$ Bsucc</td>
<td>0.255* (1.653)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.272** (1.437)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b: Tact $\rightarrow$ Bsucc</td>
<td>0.332* (2.204)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.224** (1.641)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1c: Inst $\rightarrow$ Bsucc</td>
<td>0.692*** (5.032)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Strat $\rightarrow$ Inst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.716*** (7.833)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inst $\rightarrow$ Bsucc</td>
<td>0.692*** (5.032)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Tact-Inst</td>
<td>0.183* (1.648)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.692*** (5.032)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inst $\rightarrow$ Bsucc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Time*Inst $\rightarrow$ Bsucc</td>
<td>0.196** (1.153)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$t(0.05, 4999) = 1.645, t(0.01, 4999) = 2.327, t(0.001, 4999) = 3.091$. Sig. denotes a significant direct effect at 0.05; Nsig. denotes a non significant direct effect at 0.05. * $p < 0.05$. ** $p < 0.01$. *** $p < 0.001$. ns Not significant (based on $t(4999)$, one-tailed test).

Table 7. Summary of mediating effect tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAF</th>
<th>VAF %</th>
<th>Mediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>96% Full mediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>83% Full mediation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>